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[00:40] Jonathan: Welcome to the Love & Respect Podcast. I’m Jonathan Eggerichs, as always             

joined here by my father Emerson Eggerichs. We’re so glad that you could be with us this                 

week for Episode 79. This episode is titled “True or False: What is Desirable in a Man is His                   

Kindness?”  

[01:00] Last week was Episode 78. If you didn’t get a chance to check that out, please go back and                   

do so at LoveAndRespectPodcast.com, iTunes or inside our app. It was a meaningful kind of               

New Year’s episode on what it means to make changes and be resolute in the New Year. 

[01:17] In those places that I just mentioned you can find all 79 episodes and share them with                 

others if you them meaningful or want to go back and check out an episode that touched                 

you in some way and wanted to kind of pass it along to somebody else. We’re always                 

appreciative of you doing so. 

[01:32] Today we are also trying a new podcast format. We’re doing a little bit of experimenting                

here with some remote podcasting. We’re not at the same location and we’re using              

something called [Zencastr). We did a trial run and went okay, we’ll see how this goes as                 

we interact with each other. But just know if anything happens that we’re not aware of                

that it may be because we’re trying something new today. It seems to work well and we’re                 

going to use it here for a foreseeable future. 

[02:02] Just a few housekeeping things… We’ll be sending out some blog and email of last year in                 

the coming weeks related to upcoming live conferences in Colorado, Minnesota and            

Wisconsin, along with lots of video conferences that we’ll be having all over the country               

which aren’t my parents live, but are recordings of the live conferences. 

[02:28] So plenty of opportunities to attend a live conference here in the spring, and as people                

consider Valentine’s Day and what to do around that, these can be meaningful things to do                

together. 

[02:38] In the coming weeks we’ll also be talking further about—but, dad, this may be the first                

opportunity that we’ve talked about it. You’ve got the release of a new book coming up                

later this spring, and I want to make sure that we spend a little bit of time putting that in                    

people’s ears and minds as it’s available for pre-order now on Amazon, Barnes & Noble,               

Christian book sellers and I think a place called Books-A-Million. 

[03:06] And that will be going live on our store here, but you can certainly find it for pre-order in all                    

those places. I guess maybe just 30 seconds, dad, what is that new book about that you’ll                 

be releasing this spring? 
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[03:17] Emerson: Well, it’s called “Mother & Son: The Respect Effect.” As you know, hundreds of               

women who have attended our “Love & Respect” conference over the years have written              

me because they said, “This respect message it applies to my boy!” And they have gone                

home after our marriage conference and started applying it to their boys because mothers              

just find their boys precious and important and they’re excited about, “I want to better               

connect with him. He’s pulling back a little bit more than he did when he was 3, he’s now 4,                    

he’s now 14, he’s 24… It seems like my relationship with him isn’t really what I was                 

hoping.” 

[03:56] Women are all ears when we talk about how you can use what we call “respect talk” to                  

motivate their son to connect. We’re having a simulcast on that coming up in May. The                

book will be out April 5th. We would love for our audience to pre-order that. That’s very                 

important to us. 

[04:16] They can do so on various groups, as you just mentioned, but also, if your church would                 

love to host this simulcast—it’s going to be a 2-hour event—live, you can do that through                

InSite Media. They are the ones that’ll be doing the simulcast. 

[04:31] Please, if you’re a mother out there and you have a group of women who would love to do                   

that, that’s coming up in May and you can participate in that. All are welcome. 

[04:39] Jonathan: More information on our website, blog, etc., will be coming about those things.              

Thanks for sharing that, dad. Today’s topic “True or False: What is Desirable in a Man is his                  

Kindness?” Let’s just right in to that. Hopefully we’ll have a meaningful 20-25 minutes on               

this topic of kindness. 

[05:02] Emerson: If you would quote Henry Wadsworth Longfellow who wrote the book on Miles              

Standish, would you read this classic portion here? 

[05:16] Jonathan: Longfellow says, “He was a man of honor, of noble and generous nature; though               

he was rough, he was kindly. She knew how during the winter he had attended the sick,                 

with a hand as gentle as woman's. Stern as a soldier might be, but hearty, and placable                 

always. He was great of heart, magnanimous, courtly, courageous. Any woman in            

Plymouth, nay, any woman in England, might be happy and proud to be called the wife of                 

Miles Standish!” 

[05:45] Emerson: Miles Standish! Notice that expression, “He was kindly.” Are you familiar,            

Jonathan, that Proverbs 19:22… Have you ever paid attention to that? Would you read that               

for the audience? 

[06:02] Jonathan: Probably this one I’ve read it many times, but I think it does sound familiar as I                  

was reading this earlier today. Proverbs 19:22 states, “What is desirable in a man is his                

kindness.”  
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[06:19] Emerson: There it is. That answers the question. The Scripture is conveying something             

that’s very, very powerful. The question really is: why is this a desirable trait? I think we all                  

know. Just look at it! Do we respond favorably to unkind people or to kind people? 

[06:39] Obviously we respond to kindness. Kindness is what motivates us. I was thinking of the               

Latin writer Cyrus. You might want to quote what he had to say. He lived back during the                  

time we refer to as B.C. But read that quote. 

[07:04] Jonathan: A long time ago… But he said, “You can accomplish by kindness what you cannot                

by force.” 

[07:11] Emerson: “You can accomplish by kindness what you cannot by force.” But here’s the deal.               

I think many of us think that’s counterintuitive. I mean, we think, I suppose if I’m under a                  

lot of stress, I’m on a time crunch, this idea of kindness would actually be more effective                 

those moments. 

[07:41] Technically we would all say, “I suppose that’s true,” but when we’re stressed out, there’s               

this, I think, more impulsive reaction to be unkind to get people’s attention. The bottom               

line is I think we think if we’re going to be kind, people are not going to respond to us.                    

They’ll ignore us. 

[07:59] Jonathan: They won’t take us seriously. 

Emerson: Yeah. Because we see kindness maybe is equated with quietness, that they’re             

not going to take us seriously. 

[08:13] I think this is why I think we sometimes threaten, why we shout, why we warn. And our                  

experience tells us, you know, for many people out there you got to be unkind at the                 

counter, so to speak, to get the clerk’s attention. You got to be threatening and so they                 

come to a point where they believe, “Look, maybe technically kindness is what we ought to                

be, but in this real world when I’m unkind I win the battle here.” 

[08:47] We unkindly threaten the clerk that we’re going to talk to his manager. How many               

people—in unkindness—threaten the clerk? “I want to talk to your manager?” very            

mean-spirited. The manager comes and we end up getting whatever it is that we felt we                

were being deprived of, or we unkindly shout to the manager that we’re not going to do                 

business here again unless they remediate this problem that we have. 

[08:47] And if he’s not responsive, we unkindly warn him that we’re going to put on the internet                 

not to shop here, we’re going to flood this thing with bad comments. So I think in one                  

sense we believe that when we’re unkind “the force is with us”. 

[09:34] Jonathan: I think some of what you’re talking about is there’s this feedback loop that being                

unkind, or getting angry, or getting irritated, or demanding something, we’re rewarded by             

it in some sense. It kind of works at times, right? People respond to us when we up the                   

ante emotionally or an attitude in a negative sense. 
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[09:55] Emerson: Well, and that’s exactly the point I’m trying to make, that, “Hey, you can’t argue                

with me. My experience tells me it works. I get what I want.” So there is. You call the                   

feedback loop. There is this sense in which, “If I do XYZ, then ABC happens, so that’s been                  

my experience and I’m not going to change course because I end up getting what I want.” 

[10:22] It’s difficult to really believe that kindness then is really that desirable, especially when you               

look at the political scene. The one who screams the loudest and threatens the most seems                

to be getting what they want. 

[10:35] We tune in the news in the evening and it’s the protesters, it’s the people who are                 

complaining, it’s anger, it’s contempt, and even telling lies. It doesn’t make any difference              

as long as the narrative that we want to proclaim is believed by the public. 

[10:55] So we’re unkind, we’re deceptive. So people are saying, “Look, you got to be that way in                 

order to advance your worthy cause.” Many people have subscribed to this and submit to               

this, but I’m going to recommend for all of us to reconsider because long term it never                 

works. 

[11:15] I don’t care who you are. I don’t care what you’re about. Unless you’re going to be a                  

Gestapo, unless you’re going to be Hitler, where you’re going to kill people brutally, but               

even Hitler will have his day. 

[11:27] There comes a moment when people rise up against this. But short term we always win the                 

battle, but it’s that common expression, “You can win battle after battle after battle, but               

then you lose the war.” 

[11:38] We’re going to point out today that when we approach life with a lack of kindness toward                 

people that we feel are ignoring us, or who have failed us, or who have taken advantage of                  

us, yes, we may win, but we have a reputation, we live in a community. It will come back to                    

bite us. 

[11:59] It’s really not desirable, which is the point the Scripture is saying, and coerciveness              

ultimately does not win out, as Cyrus was saying. And the thing that is going to be more                  

winsome is being like Miles Standish. 

[12:14] There is this kindliness about us. That’s kind of setting the stage for some of the things that                  

I want to share today. It applies to marriage big time! I mean, you think of a husband who                   

refuses to be kind and loving to his wife, unless she keeps on controlling him by telling him                  

what to do. 

[12:35] Or wives spurn the idea of being kind and respectful toward her husband since they’ll be                

treated like a doormat. Isn’t it true, Jonathan? We hear that, right? 

[12:45] Jonathan: Absolutely. I think a lot of what you’re talking about this applies in my own life,                 

as I respond to my wife and my children. There is a fear that comes in us, defensiveness.                  
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We got to protect ourselves, we got to justify ourselves. We want to be heard and we feel                  

like the loving, or the kind, or the softer approach isn’t going to work. 

[13:11] So I mean, a lot of this, as I hear you talk is kind of this thing of asking the question: What is                       

it that we’re afraid of that leads us down this path to anger, or coming over the top, or                   

raising our voice? I don’t know if you’re going to answer that question as we move forward,                 

but that’s kind of what I hear as you share this introductory comments. 

[13:34] It just sounds fear-based. “I’ve got to be in control because I’m afraid of something, and to                 

do that I’ve got to be a negative, or louder, or more intense—the opposite of kindness.” 

[13:49] Emerson: Yeah. The idea is that, “They’re not going to listen to me if in order for me to                   

control the situation I’ve got to be kind.” I think many believe to the extent that they’re                 

kind to that extent they lose power, to that extent they lose influence. 

[14:03] Jonathan: Kindness is weakness. 

Emerson: Exactly. That’s a great way of saying it! Kindness is weakness. 

[14:09] But I have to believe that it’s because we don’t have enough confidence that the truth                

itself that we’re conveying will carry its own weight. I remember years ago hearing              

someone say, “The reason people yell and scream and all of this stuff is they don’t have                 

enough confidence that the truth that they’re speaking is going to carry its own weight.” 

[14:26] I suppose too they don’t have enough confidence in being able to articulate what it is                

they’re thinking. So it’s kind of like preachers. You put your manuscript together and on the                

margins you say to yourself as you’re going to be up in the pulpit, “Yell real loud here. The                   

point is very weak!” 

[14:45] So the weaker the point, the more the pastor screams. Years ago they used to hellfire and                 

brimstone, a joke among pastors is, “This is a weak point, so make sure you yell really loud                  

at that juncture.” 

[14:58] I suppose to the extent that I am unkind, the extent to which I yell I need to say to myself,                     

“Is it because I really don’t have a solid point here to make, or I don’t know how to make a                     

solid point that needs to be made? Should I really be putting my energy in developing a                 

better way of communicating what it is that’s frustrating me, hurting me, angering me,              

confusing me, bothering me right now, and the real energy needs to be put in               

communicating this in an articulate way to the point?” 

[15:25] And you can be firm with people. You don’t have to be unkind to make the point. This is                   

where calling it non sequitur, that it doesn’t follow. It doesn’t follow that I have to be                 

unkind in order for me somehow to get the message through to the other person. 

[15:41] But we’re not talking about being syrupy sweet either. I mean, you don’t have to be an                 

unkind person to be firm; you can be kindly firm. It’s kind of like, to the clerk, “Look, I’m                   

frustrated right now. I know you’re busy and I know this isn’t on the top of your priorities.                  
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My crisis isn’t your emergency, I get that, but I need your help. I hope you can do me a                    

huge favor because I’m extremely frustrated right now and I probably have done             

something wrong, I’m not clear. But here’s my XYZ and I need help on this.” 

[16:15] It doesn’t mean that you’re not conveying you’re upset, but I don’t think anything that I                

just communicated there would be interpreted as unkind, do you? As you listened to me,               

did it sound unkind? 

[16:27] Jonathan: No, I don’t think so. I think one of my playing devil’s advocate that we hear often                  

if we’re talking about kindness or something else, “Yeah, well, I’ve tried that and it didn’t                

work.” We feel that we’ve gone through this steps, maybe, whether it’s the clerk example               

or something else, where I tried to be kind and then I needed to be mean or aggressive or                   

over the top because that didn’t work. 

[16:52] I guess one of the questions is, “If we legitimately try to be kind, what then? Do we not                   

have a solution or do we revisit in a kind way?” I feel that I kind of see that question in my                      

mind from people. “I tried that and it didn’t work, so therefore it justified being negative.” 

[17:14] I guess one of the questions is given they legitimately and genuinely try—giving the benefit               

of the doubt, maybe they did—but does that then justify the kind or the more aggressive                

response following that 

[17:27] Emerson: I was going to make two points from that. I think you hit the one—people who                 

say to me, “I try to be kind but it didn’t work…” If it didn’t work, you really weren’t trying                    

to be kind. So there is that.  

[17:40] I think there is a self-deception and we all lie to ourselves about how wonderful we really                 

are. So I don’t think that most to say that really did in fact consistently do that, but having                   

said that I can now counter it. 

[17:53] There’s no question that if you’re in a line and one person comes in screaming,               

threatening, and just creates fear in that whole setting, they’re going to get people’s              

attention. You realize you just got pushed to the back of the line because this person is                 

acting like a maniac. 

[18:09] There’s no question that that person through their lack of kindness can beat you out as you                 

stand there in a kind, demeanor, or more patient. No question about it. But long term, if                 

you’re all part of the same community, that individual is going to undermine their              

reputation. 

[18:26] Everything that goes around comes around. It is one of those situations where the more               

isolated we become as a culture, the easier it is for us to lose our civility. That’s a concern I                    

think all of us have. 
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[18:39] But most of us are connected in our community. Yes, you may lose out with kindness. You                 

can say, “I tried it once and it didn’t work.” Well, on an isolated situation, yes, but over a                   

long period of time you’re going to be the winner by having that demeanor that’s kind. 

[18:56] The demand on you doesn’t mean that you go quiet, it doesn’t mean that you don’t                

communicate your frustration, but it means you do it in a demeanor that is not offensive,                

it’s kindly. 

[19:06] It doesn’t mean it’s unmanly—Miles Standish was very manly, there wasn’t any question             

about that. But I think you make a great point, Jonathan, in terms of, “Hey, I just don’t                  

know if I want to go that way because I’ve tried it in the past and it didn’t work.” Well, I’ll                     

can see to that, but we’re talking 20 years of your reputation in the community.  

[19:27] And if you look at it from that standpoint rather than just today getting this isolated                

situation accomplished—because it’s so embarrassing when you yell at the clerk—and then            

next week you’re leading worship and that person’s visiting the church for the first time               

and they make eye contact with you and you make eye contact with them, and what do                 

you experience? Absolute humiliation. 

[19:50] Then when you find out they don’t come back to that church because of you, this is where                  

it really is not worth it in the long run in the community that we live in. 

[20:00] Jonathan: So, as you mentioned, I think there’s always examples for marriage that we can               

look at and draw application from. I think you have a couple of examples for husbands and                 

wives here? 

[20:13] Emerson: Yeah, why don’t you read that one. Elaborate a little bit on the marriage side of                 

things. “Given our wife keeps undermining authority.” Read that one. 

[20:20] Jonathan: “Given our wife keeps undermining authority with the kids, do we approach her              

kindly, lovingly and truthfully that they need to stop this and to come up with a game plan                  

of discipline to which both of you agree? And if necessary, get outside help with this game                 

plan? Or do we blow a cork and tell her she is disrespectful and then resort to a totally                   

passive response to her and the kids since, ‘She will wear the pants anyway’? Do we refuse                 

to be friendly with her considerate of the kids’ needs and generous with our time to stay                 

engaged?” 

[20:51] Emerson: There it is! I think every guy would like to default to the latter scenario because it                  

gets her to back off! But you’ll lose her heart. She’s going to close off. It isn’t going to end                    

up achieving what it is that we think we are, this great leader. “I’ll take leadership here. I’m                  

not going to buckle to this woman.” 

[21:17] You can get your wife to go along with your game plan by just taking advantage of her                  

vulnerabilities. Women are not designed by God to respond to this, so they will go quiet,                

they will back. They find it very difficult to engage that, and you could then lick your lips                  

and say, “I succeeded. I’m a good leader.” No, that’s just completely idiotic.  
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[21:43] Now, here I’m conceding the fact, it’s very painful for your authority as the husband to be                 

undermined. I’m not minimizing the serious pain of this and that she could be overstepping               

this. It’s humiliating to you, it’s disrespectful to you. 

[21:56] But in the midst of addressing that, you got to carry that message with kindness. What is                 

desirable in a man is his kindness. Long term, I don’t know of very many women who are                  

not going to get meek and humble and soft and make concession, “You’re right, I shouldn’t                

do that.” Women are very sensitive to overstepping it. 

[22:19] They will, at a certain point, but women do think about this a lot and they come back, they                   

apologize, they say, “I’m sorry, I shouldn’t have done that.” If they sense that you’re               

humble and you’re kind and you’re truthful, it’s very difficult for them to resist that. 

[22:34] We got to have the confidence that in that initial stage we’re humiliated, but ultimately               

women come around. They don’t like being mean spirited or insensitive. They don’t. So              

they will make quick confession and seek your forgiveness. 

[22:51] Jonathan: I think we often talk about the way we’re talking or talk about the way that                 

we’re communicating in these podcast episodes, but I’m wondering what that kind of looks              

like for the husband or man out there who’s saying, “Well, I don’t know if I can do that, so                    

how do I maybe even let my wife in on what I’m trying to do?” 

[23:15] It can be difficult to say, “I really don’t want to be unkind and I know that I sometimes                   

am…” But how do you, before you get to the topic, kind of broach what you’re attempting                 

to do and that you don’t want to lose control in that moment, even though you’re irritated                 

with her about something and have it come across in a kind way, but also comment that                 

you’re trying to do that. 

[23:36] Emerson: Well, I think this is the challenge of the male leadership. As I’ve said in many                 

podcasts, women don’t fight spiritual leadership, they want the husband to be the spiritual              

leader. This is one of the great evidences of how God has designed us male and female. 

[23:50] Women don’t react to male dominance as much as they react to the fact that their                

husband isn’t the spiritual leader. That’s a very endearing reality. A man needs to realize               

then that at these moments that you’re talking about here where, “Is there a hose that’s                

being stepped on?” 

[24:06] She’s undermining his authority. He’s chopping him off at the knees. This moment becomes              

a real test of his leadership. Will he at this point realize, “You know what? I’m extremely                 

angry, I’m extremely frustrated, I’m feeling very disrespected here, but this now is a test of                

my leadership. Will I remain cool, calm and collected in the midst of this until I have a                  

moment to convey to her in a kind way, but a firm way?” 

[24:30] Look, we got to revisit this. Some of your relationships are such that maybe the woman say                 

don’t particularly blend with family or whatever, “You don’t love my daughter as much as I                
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do. You don’t love…” So all of these condemnations and accusations come, particularly             

here in these blended families, but this is going to be a test of your leadership. 

[24:49] Are you going to stay calm? Because she’s going to see that deeper message you’re               

sending here. There are two things as you’re talking about: the issue on the table, but how                 

you’re going to address the issue on the table? 

[25:00] How do you talk about what needs to be talked about? So that becomes a challenge to                 

leadership, and all I can say, Jonathan, is that I appeal to men to be the man of honor.                   

Don’t succumb, don’t default to whatever it is you do as a male to try to send the message                   

that you don’t deserve this disrespect and you use all the methodologies that are not going                

to win her heart. 

[25:20] I’m not saying that any of this is fair to you as a male. It’s not fair. We’re not talking about                     

fairness. We’re talking about you being an honorable man who presents what you’re             

frustrated about in a manner that doesn’t violate a kind demeanor. 

[25:35] Jonathan: The example from the wife, would you like me to read that? 

Emerson: Please. 

[25:40] Jonathan: “Given the husband is not as empathetic with the children as we are, and when                

he is with them on his own he tends to allow them too much freedom until they provoke                  

him to anger. Do we approach him kindly, respectfully and truthfully with the need to see                

the powerful influence he has on the kids when he empathizes with them and the powerful                

negative impact when he jumps on them with anger?” 

[25:59] “Do we stay on this positive message, even when he falls short, or do we get fed up with                   

him and verbally blast him, even in front of the kids, as though he’s more immature than                 

they are? Do we see him as undeserving of our respect and so feel no remorse in being                  

unkind and disrespectful since the welfare of the kids trumps his egotistical wishes?” 

[26:18] Emerson: There it is! That’s so true to so many situations in gals. We’re not talking about                 

Proverbs applying only to the male, even though the gender is man. What’s desirable in a                

person, what is desirable in a woman, is kindness. 

[26:35] And the same challenge that we extended to the husband here we have to extend it to                 

you, that you have power with your lips, you have power with your attitude, you have                

power with your look. The question on the table is whether or not you think you’re going                 

to lose power if you deliver the truth about your burdens in a kind way. 

[26:54] Your husband’s going to get defensive. No one wants to hear that he’s failing. So don’t look                 

at that initial reaction as though somehow it’s not getting through so you need to throw                

something at him, so to speak. 
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[27:06] So you have to have confidence. Look at it over months, not just moments, and see your                 

kindness in the message delivered truthfully about the burdens of your heart and appealing              

to his strength. 

[27:19] You’d notice that the positive thing is talk to him about the fact that he has a powerful                  

influence on the children, they need his strength, rather than, “Do you realize how you’re               

destroying these kids?” You can say the same thing… “You have this incredible strength,              

influence, power. You affect the children so deeply…” That’s one way, or, “Do you realize               

you’re messing these kids up because you’re so insensitive?” 

[27:43] So it’s a matter of word choice, but having the confidence that as you deliver it with                 

prudence and you deliver it on a consistent basis, you got to be married to one bad dude                  

for him not to engage that. You just have to trust that he’s going to soften. 

[27:58] William Shakespeare wrote, “Speak low if you speak love.” What he’s saying there is that               

you cannot habitually shout at those you love, even if what you speak is necessary and                

even what you speak is the truth. 

[28:13] High volume speech is comparable to playing a lullaby full blast on a ghetto blaster.               

Kindness demands volume and contempt control. Jonathan, read what Franklin D.           

Roosevelt. 

[28:28] Jonathan: Roosevelt said, “Human kindness has never weakened the stamina or softened            

the fiber of a free people. A nation does not have to be cruel to be tough.” 

[28:42] Emerson: But see, human nature will say, “Well, if I’m kind,” as we were referencing               

earlier, “If I’m kind it’ll weaken the situation, it’ll soften. It’s just not a good thing,” or, “I                  

have to be cruel to be tough.” 

[28:58] But Franklin D. Roosevelt is saying, “You do not.” Not long term. See this long term                

perspective. See your life, as I said, not through the moments, but the months. You’re               

worth it. This is all about your reputation, your demeanor, who you are, your credibility as                

an individual. 

[29:15] I mean, these are some wise individuals who are saying, “Look, kindness is more persuasive               

than coercion is,” as Cyrus said. Franklin D. Roosevelt understood so much about humanity              

and the nations. These are key, key insights. 

[29:30] But many of us think we must be somewhat cruel to be tough in order to achieve our goals,                   

so we remain unkind. After all, we’ve won those battles with unkindness when we’re              

unfriendly, when we demand of others to be considerate of us, whether it’d be the clerk,                

whether it’d be the wife, whether it’d be the husband. “Hey, they accommodate our              

expectations. It works, Emerson.” 
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[29:53] But over time we should all know that is going to undermine our credibility, it’s going to                 

lose the hearts of the people around us, and those of us who are Christ followers is going                  

to displease God because He says kindness is desirable in a man. 

[30:13] Though the other person may not deserve our friendly treatment, a mean spirited and a               

hurtful comment will fall short of who God calls us to be as a person and is unlikely to gain                    

much traction long term with this other individual. 

[30:29] Maybe that’s why Micah has said what he said, Jonathan. You want to read what the                

prophet said? 

[30:33] Jonathan: “He has told you, O man, what is good; and what does the Lord require of you                  

but to do justice, to love kindness and to walk humbly with your God?” Micah 6:8. 

[30:47] Emerson: To love kindness. That’s why I think the Proverbs says, “What is desirable in a                

man is his kindness.” Jonathan, let me just close in prayer and then you can make any                 

closing comments. 

[30:59] Jonathan: I was going to ask you to close in prayer. We haven’t done that in a number of                   

episodes. I don’t feel the need to make any closing comments, but will appreciate you               

closing in prayer. 

[31:08] Emerson: Lord, all of us, I see it in myself, I don’t want to be kind, not with people who                    

mistreat me. It’s not my nature of reaction. I just would rather give them a piece of my                  

mind, but I remember someone saying to me, “I cannot afford to give them a piece of my                  

mind because I need what little of my mind I do have.” 

[31:28] But Lord, we all confess it’s not in us to be kind when we are mistreated, so none of us are                     

pretentious about that. It’s in us. We get mad, we get upset, we feel taken advantage of,                 

we feel at the end of the day we don’t have a word. We feel we’re mistreated because                  

people really don’t value us. 

[31:50] We’re all smart enough to be able to unpack this, Lord, but we just renew our commitment                 

that we are going to deliver the truth firmly, candidly, but we’re not going to violate that                 

sense of kindness, usually our conscience tells us, we can kind of tell; and if we have been,                  

we need to apologize for that. 

[32:12] But Lord, thank you for this reminder because we are people in a community, we are                

people with a reputation and we are people who have a relationship with You. May again                

just pray that you give us the strength to act on this. 

[32:27] We get nervous at times. None of us are perfect, but we pray at that moment when we                  

need Your Grace that You have given to us that You’ll bring back this truth to us as a                   

reminder. In the name of Jesus Christ we pray. Amen. 

[32:43] Jonathan: Amen. Thanks for joining us this week. We’ll see you next week. Take care. 
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